
THE  FIRST  FOUNDLING  HOME  IN  RUSSIA. 

The 1st September marks the anniversary of Tsarina Catherine II, otherwise known as Catherine 

the Great, granting Imperial approval for the establishment of a foundling hospital or home as 

they were known at the time, more recently referred to as orphanages, in 1763.   This was the 

adoption of the proposal of Ivan Ivanovich Betskoi or Betskoy a Russian educational reformer 

who served as Catherine II’s advisor on education and became President of the Imperial 

Academy of Arts in 1764 a post he held for thirty years to 1794.  

Born out of wedlock and anxious to reduce the frequency of infanticide, Ivan Betskoy found 

in illegitimate children and orphans an ideal material for implementing his educational theories. 

It was thus by his advice that two large foundling homes were established, one in Moscow in 

1764 followed by another in St. Petersburg in 1770. The Saint Petersburg Foundling House 

was a precursor of the modern Herzen University. The foundling home was but one of his 

achievements as of similar importance was his encouragement of education for merchant's 

sons. Ivan Betskoy deplored the fact that "we have only two classes of society, either peasants 

or noblemen" and sought to spur the development of middle-class consciousness by 

establishing a commercial school in Moscow. 

Ivan Betskoy's parents were Prince Ivan Trubetskoy, a Russian Field Marshal, and his Swedish 

mistress, Baroness Wrede. His surname is the abbreviated form of his father's. He was born in 

Stockholm, where Field Marshal Prince Ivan Trubetskoy was held captive throughout the Great 

Northern War. From Stockholm Ivan Betskoy travelled to Copenhagen to obtain a military 

education before joining a Danish cavalry regiment. It was in the Danish service that he 

sustained a fall from a horse which forced him to retire from the service. Field Marshal 

Trubetskoy, having no other sons but Ivan Betskoy, recalled him to Russia in 1729. At first he 

served as his father's aide-de-camp but later would be sent on diplomatic missions to various 

capitals of Europe.  

Russia was not the first country to make provision for destitute and orphaned children, there 

had been a Foundling Hospital in Paris from 1670, and in London established by Captain 

Thomas Coram from 1739.  Jean Jacques Rousseau, the darling of the French Revolutionaries, 

produced seven babies by his mistress, and all were placed in the Foundling Hospital.    

We have a full programme of interesting, informative and varied talks, with a different subject 

each week. Our meetings re-commence on 2nd October when Di Alexander will be talking on 

“The Mitford Sisters”.  This talk will be followed on 9th October by John Taylor who will talk 

on “Airmail. A History”.  On 16th October the Revd. Dr. Michael Fass will provide a 

“Scrapbook from St. Helena: Napoleon’s last Campaign”, and on 23rd October the subject will 

be the “Coronation of King Henry III” by Dr. Timothy Brain. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         

 

Betskoy Foundling Home plan Moscow 1763 

Roslin, Alexander - Ivan Ivanovich  Betskoy, 
1791. 

Unknown - Empress Catherine  II. 


